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Preconstruction Project Management Workshop



Agenda

• The Project Delivery Plan: Why a more disciplined and systematic 
approach to project management at CDOT?

• Workshop Framework

• Purpose and Learning Objectives

• CDOT Preconstruction Project Management Process 

― Initiate: DSR Meeting

― Scoping

― Execute: FIR/FOR

― Monitor and Control

― Transition to Construction

• Wrap-up and Participant Feedback
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Project Delivery Plan

Why a More Disciplined and 
Systematic Approach to Project 
Management at CDOT?
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1. Prior to 2014, CDOT was required 
to reserve the full amount of 
funding for multi-year projects 
before construction began

2. Annual construction expenditures 
totaled $400M -$500M/year.  

3. Planning and tracking construction 
expenditures didn’t need to be 
very sophisticated (and wasn’t)

4. Over time, cash balance grew to 
$1.5B 

5. The RAMP program was established 
to spend down the cash balance; it 
achieved cash balance objectives 
in 2017

Historic State (Prior to RAMP)
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1. CDOT now funds multi-year projects based on 
year of expenditure (the full amount is no 
longer saved before construction can begin)

2. The PMO provides statewide perspective to 
establishing and managing annual 
expenditure objectives

3. A more consistent, systematic approach is 
applied to planning and tracking construction 
expenditures 

Current State (Post 2014) 
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Cash Balance Forecasting



Chief Engineer’s CY19 Goals: 
Project Management 
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1. Preconstruction
a. Project Delivery Plans (PDP) completed for 100% of 

projects in accordance with Chief Engineer guidance
b. 95% of projects advertised prior to baseline Late AD 

date as established at scoping subject to cash 
availability

c. Develop a benchmarking tool to estimate project costs 
throughout the project lifecycle

2. Construction
a. CY19 construction expenditures within +/- 5% of target 

as established based on January 2019 month end 
financial data

3. Project Closure
a. 95% of projects closed and de-budgeted within 12 

months of substantial completion

Overall Goal:  
“Deliver Construction 
Projects on time and 
on budget”



Future State Considerations
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Josh Laipply’s 9/4/2018 Memo to Program and Resident Engineers 
states that Preconstruction Project Delivery Plans are now 
required for all CDOT engineering capital construction projects that 
have not yet achieved the FIR milestone, and notes that:

“This is a significant milestone for CDOT as we work towards instituting a 
more uniform, consistent and systematic approach to pre-construction 
project management that provides:
• Better project planning and consistent reporting
• Better preparation and readiness for meetings and milestones
• Proactive identification of possible issues, with mitigation strategies
• Reliable project status data so we are well equipped to deliver “what we 

say when we say”
• Better communication and coordination of issues and concerns with all 

stakeholders
• Better decision making; by identifying risks and understanding the impacts 

of changes. . . ”



1. CDOT needs capability to conduct 
portfolio analysis quickly and reliably, 
using integrated risk based cost, and 
schedule estimating principles

2. Political landscape necessitates that 
CDOT deliver “what we say, when we 
say” or potential for future funding 
sources could be at risk

3. Equipping project managers with the 
training and tools they need to continue 
to be successful is a logical next step…

Future State Considerations
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CDOT aspires to the be “the best DOT 
in the nation” 

A few DOTs standout as having very 
mature and uniform project 
management practices

Future State Considerations
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Introductions - Instructors
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Instructors Background

Jane Fisher • CDOT PMO Director since March 2016
• 25+ years of project/program manager experience in a variety of 

industries (municipal water and wastewater, renewable energy R&D), 
delivery methods (D/B/B, D/B, and CM/GC), with public and private 
sector organizations (CH2M, Denver Water, NREL) 

Roselle Drahushak-
Crow

• 6+ years with CDOT working with PMO and as an Assistant Area 
Engineer in Project Support

• 10+ years Project Manager with the US Dept. of Energy; Fed Project 
Director for construction of office building at NREL

• 20 years with the US Bureau of Reclamation - EIS team for Yucca 
Mtn., Project Manager, dispute analysis, and materials research

Jim Bemelen • 25+ years of CDOT design and construction experience in a variety of 
roles (surveyor, inspector, PE-I, PE-II, and PE-III)

• Currently working as a consultant with AECOM and has been providing 
support to the PMO for over a year



Workshop Framework 
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• The target audience includes CDOT 
preconstruction (design) project 
managers and project team 
participants including Specialty Unit 
members.

• Please do not hesitate to stop us at 
any time with questions.

• Specifically we would like to know:

– What you liked

– What you did not like



CDOT’s CY19 Construction Program Goal
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Deliver Construction Projects on Time and on Budget.

Consistent, uniform project planning supports this goal by:

– Standardizing project data making it easier to shelve & 
retrieve projects 

– Facilitating resource sharing across residencies, programs, 
regions, & changes in project personnel at any stage.

– Helping new project team members quickly get “up-to-
speed.” 

– Ensuring that we deliver “what we say when we say.”



Preconstruction Project Management

Workshop Learning Objectives – As participants, we hope 
you will:
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1. Become familiar with the Preconstruction Project Delivery Plan -
a framework for project management that incorporates existing 
CDOT practices.

2. Understand your role as a Project Team Member and be prepared 
to support the development of a Project Delivery Plan.



Project Management Background 

Key Definitions
• Preconstruction: Project phase from Scoping through Advertisement. Used 

interchangeably with design, but intended to encompass all activities during this 
phase.

• Project: A temporary endeavor undertaken to create a product, service, or result. 
It is a unique effort with a beginning, an end, established goals, resources, and 
uncertainties resulting in risks.

• Project Management: The application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques 
to project activities to meet the project requirements.

• Project Manager: The person accountable for the successful management and 
delivery of the project.

• Portfolio: A grouping of projects with one or more similar characteristics, such as 
RAMP or Bridge Enterprise or projects to be included in an initiative such as SB 
267 projects. A Portfolio can include projects from multiple Programs.
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PM Background - What is Project Management?

Established GoalsProject Management is the 
process of meeting goals by 
managing not only scope, 
schedule, and cost, but also 
risk, change, procurement, 
communications, and 
quality.

16



CDOT Project Management Development

• Formal and informal project management 
guidance was compiled (CDOT and other 
DOTs)

• PMO TAC/PMO Governance decision made 
to apply industry standard project 
management structure/format (Project 
Management Body of Knowledge –
“PMBOK”) as basis for CDOT PM content 
and training

• Decision made to address preconstruction 
and construction as separate projects 
(makes sense given handoff from 
preconstruction PM to construction PE)

17



CDOT Project Management Development

• Working with the PMO TAC, existing 
CDOT guidance materials were mapped 
to PMBOK and gaps were analyzed

• Gap analysis results and desire to 
improve construction expenditure 
forecasting in support of cash 
management goals, led to PMO TAC 
recommendation that initial focus 
should be preconstruction planning 
(scoping) guidance and PM training

• Preconstruction Project Delivery Plan 
(PDP) addresses most significant gaps

18



Scoping
Execute:

FIR/FOR/AD

Transition
to Construction: 

Award

Monitor & 
Control

Project Delivery 
Plan (PDP)

Project 
Development 
Manual, Etc. 

SAP PM Portal & 
Standard Reports

End the WorkPlan the Work Work the Plan

Preconstruction Project Management Process

Initiate:
DSR Meeting

Organize the Team 
for Success

19



Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management
2. Roles & Responsibilities
3. Scope Management
4. Cost Management
5. Schedule Management
6. Change Management
7. Procurement Management
8. Communications Management
9. Quality Management
10. Transition to Construction Plan

CDOT Preconstruction Project Delivery Plan (PDP)

What’s the same and what’s different?

The Same:

• Much of this material is already prepared for 
most CDOT projects (maybe not as formal or 
consistent…)

Different:

• The Scoping Milestone now consists of the 
DSR Meeting and completion of the PDP

• The PDP needs to reflect input provided by 
the project team; agreement on the PDP 
signifies team and management concurrence 
and commitment

Completed PDP in most cases will be <10 pages and consist of standard items, as will be discussed.

*

*
20



Benefits vs. Burden of Standardized
Project Management Process (PDP specifically)

Burden:

• 8 to 16 hours to complete 
PDP (not additional hours; 
you are likely already doing 
most of this)

• ~1 hour/month to 
prepare/review reports

• ~1 hour/month for team 
meetings

Benefits:

• Keeps you organized & benefits daily management of the 
project

• Easier to respond to ad hoc requests for project information 
(SB 267 and potential ballot initiatives)

• Helps to set and manage expectations

• Consistent methodology facilitates sharing resources or 
project manager hand-off

• Saves time by standardizing meeting prep/status reporting/ 
etc., allowing meeting time to focus on important issues

• Minimizes time spent in crisis management

• Risks are managed before they manage you

• Enhanced stakeholder relationships that build trust

• Proactive issue identification and escalation if/as needed

• Easier to assess project performance and support fact-based 
decision making
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Endorsement of the Project Delivery Plan

• An agreement of what is to 
be completed and by whom

• A commitment by 
management and individual 
team members agreeing to 
the: “who, what, when, and 
for how much”

• Scoping milestone is 
complete after PDP is 
endorsed

22



Project Team Roles and Responsibilities
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Explore the Project Management Website

Guidance, templates, forms, etc. are available on the CDOT 
external website.  Let’s take about 5 minutes to open the website 
and navigate to the sample PDP template.

(open the website, click <Preconstruction>, then <Scoping>, click 
<Project Delivery Plan Template>, then click the PDP Template 
in the bottom left corner of your screen)

www.codot.gov/business/project-management

24

http://www.codot.gov/business/project-management


25

The Future of Project Management: 
OnTrack
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OnTrack Vision

A single, transparent, and collaborative 
project and program management 

platform that will continue to shift CDOT 
culture from reactive to proactive.



Needs Definition for a Program and 
Project Management Software Tool

OnTrack Business Need

27



A Construction Program Management Software Solution 
built from the ground up for owners and construction 
professionals to handle the entire Plan, Build, and 
Operate lifecycle using a web-based platform.

Software Selected for OnTrack
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Questions?
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Initiate: DSR Meeting



Initiate: DSR Meeting
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The Design Scoping 
Review (DSR) 
Meeting* is part of 
the project kick-
off. The PM will 
define project 
objectives and 
organize the team, 
in preparation for 
the meeting. 

*Note: This may consist of one or more meetings, and the 
terms pre-scoping or scoping are sometimes used. 



Audience Input

• How are typical DSR Meetings conducted?

• What topics are usually discussed?

• What should you do if you are unable to attend a review 
meeting: 
― Request an individual meeting with the PM

― Ask for copies of the agenda, scoping checklists, etc.  

― As early as possible, notify the PM of potential issues that may 
need resolution/discussion

― If you can make part of the meeting, ask to cover your topic at 
that time

― Some regions have Kick Off meetings or other types of meetings 
prior to formal Design Scoping Review Meeting.

32



Initiate: DSR Meeting
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Prior to the DSR Meeting, Project Team 
members should expect the PM to 
provide:

• Expectations for “how and what” you 
are going to contribute to the project. 

• A draft Risk Workbook.

• Milestones, schedule, and 
deliverables. 

• A partially complete, draft PDP.  Your 
role will include helping to fill in the 
blanks.

Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management

2. Roles & Responsibilities

3. Scope Management

4. Cost Management

5. Schedule Management

6. Change Management

7. Procurement Management

8. Communications Management

9. Quality Management

10. Transition to Construction Plan



Where should you file your PDP?
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ProjectWise Folders



Initiate: DSR Meeting
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At the DSR Meeting, the PM will:

1. Provide an overview of the project as “inherited”:
a. Scope:  Project limits and draft Form 463 Design Data
b. Schedule:  Milestones and AD date
c. Budget:  Summary of funding and any special tracking 

requirements or scope limitations because of funding 
type 

2. Review risks and engage the team to complete the 
Risk Workbook to the extent possible

3. Provide/update a Project Team Contact list

4. Discuss team operating guidelines including:
a. Team meetings (frequency, participants, etc.)
b. Communication Plan (methods, frequency, etc.)



The Scoping Milestone
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The DSR Meeting is an important step 
in organizing the project team. What’s 
different is that holding the DSR 
Meeting no longer signifies completion 
of the scoping milestone. 

Moving forward, the Scoping 
Milestone will be achieved when the 
Project Delivery Plan has been 
completed and endorsed. 

Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management

2. Roles & Responsibilities

3. Scope Management

4. Cost Management

5. Schedule Management

6. Change Management

7. Procurement Management

8. Communications Management

9. Quality Management

10. Transition to Construction Plan



Initiate: DSR Meeting

Questions/Discussion
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Section 1: Risk Management



Risk Management

The Risk Management Plan provides 
the framework to identify, analyze, 
plan responses for, and monitor and 
control project risks.

39

Project Delivery Plan 

1. Risk Management
2. Roles & Responsibilities

3. Scope Management

4. Cost Management

5. Schedule Management

6. Change Management

7. Procurement Management

8. Communications Management

9. Quality Management

10. Transition to Construction Plan



Risk Management

This topic covers the following:

• Learning Objectives

• Why does the PDP include Risk Management?

• Example of a Risk Management Plan

• What are the roles/responsibilities in Risk Management? 

• How do you create a Risk Management Plan?

• Summary

40



Learning Objectives

Participants will be able to:

• Recognize the value and purpose of a Risk 
Management Plan

• Understand his/her role in creating a Risk 
Management Plan (RMP)
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Why Include a Risk Management Plan?

All projects, regardless of size or complexity, have a risk 
component. The complexity and visibility of a project 
coupled with the potential impacts of risks will determine 
the appropriate strategy for a project.
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Risk Management is beneficial because it:
• Informs development of the schedule and budget.

• Applies methodology to calculating schedule and budget 
contingency.  This enables CDOT to deliver more dollars to 
programming.

• Supports fact-based conversations with management when you 
need to address potential impacts of changes.

43

Why Include a Risk Management Plan?



Example of a fact-based conversation:
• Major Interstate project to implement “Hard Shoulder Running”

• Initial assumption was that no widening would be necessary

• It became apparent that FHWA was leaning towards some level of 
shoulder widening
– The project risk matrix used could easily show the correlation between 

risk of widening with potential cost increases (rather than a generic 
statement about change of scope)

o2’ widening: $1M to $3M (earthwork and pavement)

o4’ widening: $5M to $15M (earthwork, pavement, walls, minor widening of 
bridges)

o8’ widening: $12M to $25M (earthwork, pavement, major walls, major 
widening of bridges)

44

Why Include a Risk Management Plan?



Sample Risk Management Plan
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What is your role in Risk Management?

PM engages the team 
to develop the Risk 
Management Plan.

46

PM manages the 
Project and engage 
the Team.  Monitor & 
Control Risks. 

Project Team Members: 
Identify risks and make 
sure they are documented 
and managed.



Risk Management is a 
scalable process. 

• Less complex projects 
usually have fewer risks 
and the impacts are less 
significant. 

• Examples of these types of 
projects include 
resurfacing, chip seals, 
and other projects that 
have a limited scope. 

47

Minor Rockfall Risk

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?



Projects that are more 
complex generally have a 
longer list of risks that require 
more detailed planning to 
manage.
• Special circumstances could 
elevate even the simplest of 
projects to a higher level of 
complexity.

• The impacts and complexity 
specific to the project 
determine the risk management 
strategy rather than the type of 
project.

48

Not-So-Minor Risk

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?



The steps for completing a Risk Management Plan are:

1. Risk Identification is the process of determining risks that could 
affect the project.

2. Risk Analysis is the qualitative assessment of the probability and 
impact associated with a risk. 

3. Risk Response Planning involves developing risk response 
strategies and assigning owners to monitor risks.

4. Risk Monitoring and Controlling is the process of tracking risk 
status, implementing response strategies, and identifying new 
risks. 

49

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?
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3. Risk 
Response
Planning

1.  Risk 
Identification

4. Risk 
Monitoring
& Control

2. Risk
Assessment/ 

Analysis

Begin Risk Identification 
as early as possible and 
revisit throughout the 
project lifecycle.

Estimate probability and 
potential impacts 
associated with each risk. 

Plan Risk response 
strategy and assign 
Risk Owners.

Risk Management

Implement Risk 
Response Plan and 
track risks.

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?



1. Risk Identification:  
The Project Manager and the Project Team work 
together to identify risks during scoping. The DSR 
Meeting is a good forum to conduct risk identification. 

• Consider both “threats” (negative impacts) and 
“opportunities” (positive impacts).

• Don’t try to limit risk identification by phase. Risks 
may pertain to preconstruction and/or construction.  

51

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?



1. Risk Identification (cont.):
Techniques to identify risks include:
• Brain-storming with the Project Team and Stakeholders, 

• Interviewing more experienced staff, 

• Using a starter risk worksheet, 

• Conducting surveys, 

• Asking “what if questions”, and

• Reviewing best practices.

A risk library is included in the Risk Workbook.

52

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?



How do you create a Risk Management Plan?
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What is the Risk Workbook?
An Excel spreadsheet designed to help document and 
manage risks. Descriptive risk information is entered in 
the first 8 columns.

How many risks would you expect on a typical project?



Small group discussions:

Share examples of threats and/or opportunities with your group.
Feel free to use past or current project examples.

54

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?



2. Qualitative Risk Analysis:

Risk analysis is the process of 
assigning the likelihood (Low or 
High) that a risk will occur, and 
the impact (Low or High) that 
would result.  

These values are based on the 
experience and judgement of the 
PM, the team, stakeholders, etc.

55

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?
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How do you create a Risk Management Plan?

2. Risk Assessment/Analysis:
Likelihood and Impact are used to calculate 
a Heat Map.  By providing a risk ranking -
Low ( ), Medium ( ), or High ( )
- risks that warrant the most attention are 
highlighted.  Risks that rank high or red may 
need to be avoided if possible, or mitigated. 

The column labelled “Priority” is for 
manually ranking risks, in order of 
concern. 



3. Risk Response Planning:

Risk Response Planning is 
the process of determining 
if a risk will be accepted as 
is, or some action will be 
taken to decrease 
likelihood or impact.  

Project Team members will 
participate in developing 
Risk Response Strategies. 

57

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?

Risk Response Strategies:
Avoid
Transfer
Mitigate
Accept ------
Exploit
Enhance
Share

Threats

Opportunities

Threats
Opportunities



Risks Strategies for Threats (Negative Impacts):

– Avoid: Change the nature of the project such that it retires the risk.

– Transfer: Assign Risk to a third party, often through a contract or MOU.  
Management of the risk is passed to the party best able to manage 
them. Note that risks not retired by project award will be transferred 
to the construction phase.

– Mitigate: Proactive actions to reduce likelihood or impact of risk to 
below acceptable thresholds.

– Accept: (Threat) If a risk is unavoidable or you choose to take your 
chances; you may need to add appropriate amounts of cost and/or 
schedule contingency.

58

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?



Risk Strategies for Opportunities (Positive Impacts):

– Accept: (Opportunity) Willing to take advantage of an opportunity if it 
arises, but do not actively pursue it.

– Exploit: Take steps to make the opportunity happen and be prepared to 
make the most of it.

– Share: Share the benefits, (i.e., with Local Agency partners).

– Enhance: Use the opportunity to provide more value to the project, 
longer life.

59

How do you create a Risk Management Plan?
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How do you create a Risk Management Plan?

Risk owners are assigned 
to monitor risks and 
prevent threats from 
derailing the project 
and/or take advantage of 
opportunities.

The risk Strategy and 
Planned Actions (if the 
risk comes to realization) 
are also recorded. 



4. Risk Monitoring and 
Control:

Project Managers and Risk 
Owners periodically review & 
report the status of risks.  The 
Risk Worksheet columns R and 
S  document these activities.  

Remember to:

• Update Risk Status in Column C to 
“Retired” when a risk is no longer 
a threat or opportunity.

• Continue to identify new risks 
throughout the project lifecycle.
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How do you implement Risk Management?

Note: If a risk response needs to be implemented, 
it usually becomes a change that follows the Change 
Management process.



Summary

The Risk Management Plan provides the framework for:

• Identifying and analyzing project risks

• Developing a strategy for managing risks

• Preparing for a risk event, if it occurs
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Risk Management 

Questions/Discussion
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Section 3: Scope Management



Scope Management

Purpose: Scope Management is the 
process of fully defining what needs to 
be achieved to deliver a project, and 
managing the work/deliverables 
needed to achieve it.

65

Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management

2. Roles & Responsibilities

3. Scope Management
4. Cost Management

5. Schedule Management

6. Change Management

7. Procurement Management

8. Communications Management

9. Quality Management

10. Transition to Construction Plan



Scope Management Topics

This topic covers the following:

• Learning Objectives

• Why does the PDP include a section for Scope Management?

• Example of a Scope Management Plan

• What are the roles/responsibilities of the Project Manager and 
Team Members in Scope Management? 

• How do you create a Scope Management Plan?

• Summary
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Learning Objectives

Participants will:

• Recognize the value and purpose of a Scope 
Management Plan

• Understand your role to develop a Scope Management 
Plan
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Why Include a Scope Management Plan?

The Scope Management Plan:  

• Fully defines the work to be 
accomplished (Gets everyone on the 
same page)

• Defines deliverables needed to 
achieve the work

• Provides a basis for estimating 
schedule and budget

68



Example Scope Management Plan

69



What are Roles/Responsibilities in 
Scope Management?

PM: Collect requirements and 
develop a Scope Management 
Plan.

70

PM: Validate and control 
Scope.  Manage Scope 
changes.  

PM: Initiate and 
lead Scope 
definition.

Project Team Members: 
Identify Scope requirements 
and deliverables.  
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How do you create a Scope Management Plan?

Step 1: Fully Define the Scope
• The CDOT PM is typically handed a scope overview, 
with start & end mileposts, and a general 
description of the project.  It is up to the PM and 
team to develop a more detailed scope 
description, within those parameters.  Scope 
definition discussions are part of the DSR/Scoping 
Meeting. Sometimes Kick-off or pre-scoping 
meetings are held in advance of the DSR Meeting.

• CDOT checklists and resources include Forms 463, 
1048, 1299, the Project Development Manual, etc.

What is in the Scope Management Plan?



Step 2: Create the Scope Management Plan Narrative

• Detailed Scope Description (what’s in, what’s out)

• Constraints: (e.g., nesting birds affect schedule, safety funds 
must be expended by a specific date, etc.)

• Assumptions: Basis for schedule and cost estimates

• PM’s role in the case of Scope changes (i.e., approve changes, 
analyze impacts, escalate issues, communicate to Team 
Members & Stakeholders, etc.)

72

How do you create a Scope Management Plan?



Step 3: Create the Major Deliverables Matrix

• When the Scope details have been agreed to, the PM can 
solicit team input to determine the deliverables needed to 
accomplish the scope.  

• This information will be used to customize the template to 
create a Major Deliverables Matrix.

73

What is in the Scope Management Plan?
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What is in the Scope Management Plan?

What is the Major Deliverables Matrix?

A list of deliverables needed to accomplish the project scope. It 
captures the discipline responsible for providing the deliverables 
and the status anticipated at key project milestones.

Project Team Members: This is a 
tool to communicate to the Project 
Manager, to set expectations for 
your deliverables as well as 
deliverables you need from others. 


MAJOR DELIVERABLES MATRIX 1





		

		

		

Scoping Review Meeting

(10% Design Completion)

		

 Field Inspection 

Review (FIR)

(30% Design Complete)



		

60% Design Complete 2

		

Final Office Review (FOR)

(90% Design Complete)

		

Final Advertisement Plans, Specs & Estimate (PS&E)

(100% Design Complete)



		Milestone Purpose

		

		· Documents the project purpose, type, strategy, phase durations, budget, and recommended ad date.

· Provides basis to charter project team and develop the PDP. 

· Documents the key project criteria and assumptions.

		· Documents design criteria and major design decisions. 

		· Design of major project elements completed, review for constructability, conformance with standards 



		· This is intended to be a near-final PS&E review. Items missing from design should be minor and should be documented to reviewers.

		· Final PS&E package is  ready for advertisement

· Archive files of all design deliverables





		Decisions Frozen and Milestones Completed



		

		· Expected level of effort

· Authorized budget

· Deliverable list

· Milestone dates set

· Assumptions defined

· Design criteria/standards set (preliminary Form 463)



		· Design concept fixed

· Design features defined

· Signed page 1 of Form 128 

· Preliminary type, size and location of all structures determined

· Footprint set (90% certainty)

· Approval to begin ROW acquisition process

· Funding sources and amounts finalized



		· All key project elements and features that drive the project outcome and costs are defined.

· Type, size and location of key elements and features fixed.



		· FIR comments resolved and documented.

· The deliverables are substantially complete

· Draft Final Form 463

· Approved Form 464, Form 464-BP and/or Safety Letter

		· The deliverables are complete.

· FOR comments resolved and documented

· Plans and specifications stamped and sealed (after award)

· Final Form 463

· Enviro/ROW/Utilities Clearances

· Approval to advertise








		

Responsible Party/ Specialty

		High Level Specialty Scope of Work and/or Assumptions

(optional)

		

Scoping Review Meeting

(10% Design Completion)

		

 Field Inspection 

Review (FIR)

(30% Design Complete)



		

60% Design Complete 2

		

Final Office Review (FOR)

(90% Design Complete)

		

Final Advertisement Plans, Specs & Estimate (PS&E)

(100% Design Complete)



		

Project Manager





















































		· 

		· Request TSM&O Evaluation 45+ days prior to Scoping 

· Major Milestones established

· Boundaries of project identified

· Lessons Learned Review

· Project Delivery Selection Matrix

· Project Delivery Plan, including:

· Team identification

· Roles & responsibilities established

· Baseline schedule Budget

· Risk assessment

· Communication plan

· Change management plan

· QA/QC plan

· Endorsement

· Executed IGAs with LA design funding

· Identification of Pedestrian & bicycle needs

· Preliminary cost estimate

· Determination if Value Engineering will be required

· Cost Risk Assessment/Cost Estimating Validation Process

· Scoping Review Meeting minutes

· Decision which Public Information Services (Tier X) project special provision to use (in cooperation with Region Comm Mgr)

· Request for Geotech drilling (to Geotech)

· Initiate all Form 138s with Access Manager























	

		· Decision documentation letter on Level 1 TSM&O Evaluation Recommendation(s) [Submit to Region Traffic Representative]

· Cost estimate updated

· Design Decisions Summary 

· Prepare and distribute FIR meeting minutes

· Value Engineering Study

· Updated design schedule

· FIR plans and specs

· FIR meeting minutes



		· Update Total Project Cost Estimate

· Construction Budget Request (minimum of 90 days before Advertisement)



		· Draft decision documentation letter on Level 2 TSM&O Evaluation Recommendation(s) [Submit to Region Traffic Representative]

· Executed IGAs with LA construction funding

· Executed post-construction maintenance IGAs (e.g., Permanent Water Quality facilities)

· FOR plans and specs

· FOR meeting minutes

· 1601 Interchange Application (when applicable)

· Minor Interchange Modification Request (MIMR) - or -

· Interchange Access Request (IAR)

· Major lane closure variances and speed reduction requests pre-approved by region traffic

· FIPI(s)









		· Form 1180

· Final decision documentation letter on Level 2 TSM&O Evaluation Recommendation(s) [Submit to Region Traffic Representative]
























		

Responsible Party/ Specialty

		High Level Specialty Scope of Work and/or Assumptions

(optional)

		

Scoping Review Meeting

(10% Design Completion)

		

 Field Inspection 

Review (FIR)

(30% Design Complete)



		

60% Design Complete 2

		

Final Office Review (FOR)

(90% Design Complete)

		

Final Advertisement Plans, Specs & Estimate (PS&E)

(100% Design Complete)



				Roadway Design

		· Project limits identified

· Affected alignments identified

· New versus existing alignment determined

· Lane/shoulder widths determined

· Design matrix identified

· Design speed defined

· Preliminary design criteria established

· Design criteria/ parameters approved

· Preliminary footprint designed

· Identify needed design variances

		· Typical roadway section(s) completed, identifying station to station roadway geometrics, surfacing type & depth, slope information, guardrail, vertical cut locations, and construction notes

· Deviations & design exceptions approved Mainline and major horizontal, & vertical alignments, and superelevations designed

· Design Approval obtained 

		· All horizontal & vertical alignments & superelevations completed

· Design Decision memos updated as required

· All geometric plans completed (alignment, profiles, roadway sections, interchange contours, site preparation, road approach plans, etc.)

· Design compared to endorsed design criteria/ parameters



		

		







		· 

		· Project limits identified

· Affected alignments identified

· New versus existing alignment determined

· Lane/shoulder widths determined

· Design speed defined

· Preliminary Form 463 

· Design criteria/ parameters approved

· Preliminary footprint identified

· Form 1217 (Preliminary Survey Request Form)



		· Typical roadway section(s), identifying station to station roadway geometrics, surfacing type & depth, slope information, guardrail, vertical cut locations, and construction limits (90% confidence in limits of cut/fill and project footprint)

· Preliminary design exceptions (discuss with FHWA to determine approval likelihood)

· Mainline and major horizontal & vertical alignments, and superelevations designed

· Clear Zone Inventory & Evaluation 

· Utility conflicts identified

· Geometric mitigations, e.g., shoulder widening, incorporated into design

· Basic traffic control strategies and phasing alternatives 

· Update preliminary Form 463



		· All horizontal & vertical alignments, superelevations, and limits of cut/fill finalized

· Including sight distance checks for horizontal alignment, vertical alignment and at intersections

· Updated Design Decision memos 

· Roadside hazard mitigation plan – i.e., barrier length of need, fixed objects, attenuator design, drainage structures

· ADA requirements



		· Final geometric plans (alignment, profiles, roadway sections, interchange contours, site preparation, road approach plans, etc.)

· Final project footprint

· Draft Final Form 463

· Summary of approximate quantities 

· Lump sum cost detail

· FOR level specifications

· Determine unit prices

· All project special provisions submitted for review and approval

· Approved Form 464, Form 464-BP and/or Safety Letter

· FOR level phasing and detour plans



		· Final Roadway plans (including phasing and detour)

· All  project special provisions have been approved

· Final PS&E consolidated

· Final Form 463







		Lighting



		

		

		· Decision on design standards, equipment, etc.

		· Warrant Analysis

		· FOR level lighting plans and specifications 

		· Final lighting plans and specifications 








		

Responsible Party/ Specialty

		High Level Specialty Scope of Work and/or Assumptions

(optional)

		

Scoping Review Meeting

(10% Design Completion)

		

 Field Inspection 

Review (FIR)

(30% Design Complete)



		

60% Design Complete 2

		

Final Office Review (FOR)

(90% Design Complete)

		

Final Advertisement Plans, Specs & Estimate (PS&E)

(100% Design Complete)



		Environmental

		· 

		· Determine type of environmental documentation needed

· Verify Environmental Documentation and permits needed

· Agreement on Area of Potential Affect for Section 106 and Action Area for ESA work

· Wetland areas delineated for survey

		· Permits needed verified and begin submitting applications 

· Discipline studies, reports, and predecessor information 

· signed Page 1 of Form 128 

· Initial Site Assessment



		· Permits conditions coordinated with the design team and incorporated into the plans

· Wetlands Delineation Map

· Environmental Mitigation Plan

· CLOMR/LOMR determination



		· All environmental permit applications submitted 

· All environmental permits approved, verified, and accepted for inclusion into the plans

· All environmental special provisions approved and included in the FOR plan set 

		· Environmental Commitment list 

· Environmental Clearance (signed page 2 of Form 128)

· All environmental special provisions approved and included in the PS&E plan set



		Engineering Estimates & Market Analysis (EEMA)

		

		

		· FIR Level Construction Cost Estimate

		· FOR Level Construction Cost Estimate

		· Updated Cost estimate 



		· Final Construction Engineer’s Estimate 








		

Responsible Party/ Specialty

		High Level Specialty Scope of Work and/or Assumptions

(optional)

		

Scoping Review Meeting

(10% Design Completion)

		

 Field Inspection 

Review (FIR)

(30% Design Complete)



		

60% Design Complete 2

		

Final Office Review (FOR)

(90% Design Complete)

		

Final Advertisement Plans, Specs & Estimate (PS&E)

(100% Design Complete)



		TSM&O

Evaluation

(Region Traffic Units with HQ support)





		· 

		· Draft Level 1 TSM&O Evaluation

· Draft Traffic Model

· Level 2 TSM&O Evaluation Request (if applicable) 

		· Semi-final Level 1 TSM&O Evaluation 

· Final Traffic Model (or Traffic & Revenue Study, if applicable)



		· Draft Level 2 TSM&O Evaluation (if applicable)

		· Semi-final Level 2 TSM&O Evaluation (if applicable)

		· Final TSM&O Evaluation 





		Signals



		· 

		· Signal type determined

		· Signal warrant

· FIR level signal plans 

		

		· FOR level signal plans and specifications 

		· Final signal plans and specifications 



		Signing and Striping

		

		

		· Conceptual ground and overhead sign plan



		

		· Plans and specifications 

· Add signing and striping to FOR phasing/TCP/detour plans



		· Plans and specifications 

· Add signing and striping to final phasing/TCP/detour plans







		ITS



		· 

		· Summary of ITS design 

· Documentation of  design standards & equipment





		

		

		· FOR level ITS plans and specifications 

		· Final  ITS plans and specifications 



		Access

		

		

		· Draft Form 138s

		

		· Final Form 138s

		








		

Responsible Party/ Specialty

		High Level Specialty Scope of Work and/or Assumptions

(optional)

		

Scoping Review Meeting

(10% Design Completion)

		

 Field Inspection 

Review (FIR)

(30% Design Complete)



		

60% Design Complete 2

		

Final Office Review (FOR)

(90% Design Complete)

		

Final Advertisement Plans, Specs & Estimate (PS&E)

(100% Design Complete)



		Right of Way/ Survey

		· 

		· Requirements for Right of Way documented

· Preliminary Right of Way needs identified



		· Topographic survey (some time before FIR)

· Right of Way Project Funding Estimate

· Right of Entry for project investigations 

· Preliminary Ownership Plans

		· Draft Right of Way plans 

· ROW appraisal reviews and offers 

· ROW  acquisition and relocation initiated



		· Relocation Plan

· Final Right of Way plans 

· Right of Way negotiations



		· ROW Clearance



				Hydraulics

		· Design criteria identified

· Drainage Deficiencies identified in accordance with Maintenance and Regional Hydraulics

· Stormwater Management requirements identified

· Water quality requirements identified

· Hydraulic and Water Quality issues identified

· Deficiencies confirmed with Project/Design Team

· Storm water Management and Report Requirements and type documented

· Stormwater Management Strategy endorsed

		· TS&L of drainage facilities determined

· Preliminary Hydraulic Report completed, including:

· Documentation of deficiencies

· Existing basins and flows

· Identification of Minimum Requirements

· Ditch capacities confirmed

· Storm Water Report submitted to region for review and approval

· Preliminary Stormwater Management Plans (SWMP) completed to identify Right of Way needs

		· Hydraulic Report approved 

· Approved Hydraulic Report verified for consistency with plans and specifications

· SWMP completed

		

		







		· 

		· Design criteria identified

· Drainage Deficiencies identified in accordance with Maintenance and Regional Hydraulics

· Stormwater Management requirements identified

· Water quality requirements identified

· Hydraulic and Water Quality issues identified

· Storm water Management and Report Requirements and type documented

· Stormwater Management Strategy endorsed

		· Type, size & location of drainage facilities determined

· Draft Hydraulic Report, including:

· Documentation of deficiencies

· Existing basins and flows

· Identification of Minimum Requirements

· Ditch capacities confirmed

· Semi-final drainage grading (90% confidence)

· Storm Water Report submitted to region for review and approval

· Preliminary Stormwater Management Plans (SWMP) and Hydraulic Plans

		· Hydraulic Report 

· Final drainage grading 

· Final design of WQ ponds/features





		· Approved Hydraulic Report verified for consistency with plans and specifications

· FOR level SWMP and Hydraulic Plans

		· Final SWMP and Hydraulic Plans








		

Responsible Party/ Specialty

		High Level Specialty Scope of Work and/or Assumptions

(optional)

		

Scoping Review Meeting

(10% Design Completion)

		

 Field Inspection 

Review (FIR)

(30% Design Complete)



		

60% Design Complete 2

		

Final Office Review (FOR)

(90% Design Complete)

		

Final Advertisement Plans, Specs & Estimate (PS&E)

(100% Design Complete)



		Materials/ Geotechnical

		· 

		· Scoping Level Pavement Design Report, including:

· Projected Traffic Type/Usage

· Existing Conditions/Primary Deterioration

· Project soils investigations defined

· Onsite field investigation scheduled (schedule and initiate no sooner than 1 year prior to construction)

· Soils investigation initiated



		· Borings coordinated with signals, high mast & sign structures, and ITS CCTV poles

· Preliminary Pavement and Soils Investigation 

· Soils and Geotechnical Report 

· Draft Pavement Design Report 

· Complete assessment and initiation of on-site field testing as required

		· Final Pavement Design Report 



		· Foundation Design for signals/illumination 

		· Boring logs submitted



		
Structures 



		· 

		· Scope for Type, Size & Location of structures determined

· Structural Input on Environmental Documentation and Permits Provided

· Request for Geotech drilling (to PM)

		· FIR level structural plans 

· Final Structure Selection Report

		· Final Type, size and location of major structures 

· Structure Number or ID for all structures

		· FOR level structural plans and specifications 

		· Final structural plans and specifications 



		Utilities 

		· 

		· Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE), Quality Level B (Type, size and horizontal location of virtually all project relevant utilities.  Typically 0.5%-1% of design & construction budget.)

· Request for list of utilities within project limits from UNCC

· Requests for Utilities within the project limits to provide As-Builts

· Identification of potential utility relocations 

· Identification of Railroad (RR) issues

· Determination of relocation cost responsibility

		· Utility Plan with as-built information (transmitted to Utility Owners)

· Identification of preliminary Utility conflicts

· Request for Relocation plans and schedule from Utility Owners

· Verification of Utility property rights

· Existing Railroad Construction & Maintenance Agreements (from RR)

· Determination of relocation cost responsibility

· Application for PUC permit for RR crossing (with 30% plans)



		· Utility conflict matrix

· Utility work plan

· Utility permits and franchises obtained

· Finalize utility agreements (costs responsibility estimate complete) 



		· Final Utility Specifications (relocation plans and schedules)

· Letters of Understanding issued to utilities requiring relocation

· Utility, service, and railroad agreements 

· Utility relocation and schedule monitored and coordination 

· Construction Maintenance Agreement/ Maintenance Consent Letter 

· Utility relocation/reimbursement agreements 

		· Utility/RR Clearance








		

Responsible Party/ Specialty

		High Level Specialty Scope of Work and/or Assumptions

(optional)

		

Scoping Review Meeting

(10% Design Completion)

		

 Field Inspection 

Review (FIR)

(30% Design Complete)



		

60% Design Complete 2

		

Final Office Review (FOR)

(90% Design Complete)

		

Final Advertisement Plans, Specs & Estimate (PS&E)

(100% Design Complete)



		Landscape Architect



		

		

		

		

		· FOR level landscaping plans and specifications 

		· Final landscaping plans and specifications 



		Project Engineer

		

		

		

		

		· Draft Form 859

		· Construction Project Delivery Plan (PDP)

· Final Form 859





		Civil Rights Manager

		· 

		· DBE goals for Consultant Contracts

		

		

		

		· DBE & OJT Goals



		Regional Communications Manager

		· 

		· Decision which Public Information Services (Tier X) project special provision to use (in cooperation with PM)

		· Comments on draft Public Information Services specification

		

		· Comments on final Public Information Services specification

		







NOTES:

1 This Matrix lists the major deliverables or work products that are generally complete at various stages of project development.  The Matrix is not intended to show durations or “lead times” needed by various groups (e.g., FOR Temporary Traffic Control Plans cannot be started until the FOR Roadway plans are complete).  The activity durations and/or lead time are shown in the critical path schedule for the project.



2 60% Design Completion is not a formal submittal or review; it is simply a general level of design completion to be used by the PM to assess project progress.
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More about the Major Deliverables Matrix. . . 
• The Major Deliverables Matrix is a new tool designed 
help PMs track the intermediate status of 
deliverables and prepare for meetings at major 
milestones. 

• Project Managers will customize the Matrix template 
to make it specific to the project. The MDM includes 
deliverables and information that is shared across 
disciplines. 

• Although 60% design is not an official project 
milestone (called the Design Office Review on large 
projects), it is a prime time to check in with the 
team and confirm that deliverables and progress are 
on-track to achieve the FOR and Ad dates.

75

What is in the Scope Management Plan?



Summary

Scope Management Planning includes:

• A thorough definition of project scope

• Description of the work and deliverables required to achieve 
the Scope

This process of Scope Management helps the PM and project 
team keep a project on track to meet goals and objectives.
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Questions/Discussion

77



Section 5: Schedule Management



Schedule Management Plan

79

The Schedule Management Plan 
describes the processes that will 
be used to help ensure the timely 
completion of the project. 

Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management
2. Roles & Responsibilities
3. Scope Management
4. Cost Management

5. Schedule Management
6. Change Management
7. Procurement Management
8. Communications Management
9. Quality Management
10. Transition to Construction Plan



Schedule Management

This topic covers the following:

• Learning Objectives

• Why does the PDP include a Schedule Management Plan?

• Example of a Schedule Management Plan

• What are the roles/responsibilities of the Project Manager and 
Team Members in Schedule Management? 

• What’s in a Schedule Management Plan?

• Project Management Tool: The CPM Schedule 

• Summary

80



Learning Objectives

Participants will:

• Recognize the value and purpose of a Schedule 
Management Plan

• Understand your role in contributing to the CPM schedule.

81



Why Include a Schedule Management Plan?

Accurately estimating and managing project schedules is 
important to managing CDOT’s construction program. 

• The schedule indicates whether a project will make the Ad Date. 
The “Start Construction” and “End Construction” milestones 
predict when construction funds will be spent.

• Managing expenditures helps CDOT to honor commitments to the 
Transportation Commission, the contracting community, and the 
public.

82



Example Schedule Management Plan

83



What are Roles/Responsibilities in 
Schedule Management?

PM: Develop a Schedule 
Management Plan. Create the 
initial Project Schedule.

84

PM: Request status from the 
team and update the schedule 
with actual dates. 

PM: Monitor changes and analyze 
impacts to the schedule. Use change 
control when appropriate. 

Project Team Members: 
Identify schedule requirements 
for your scope and 
deliverables.  Notify the PM in 
the event of changes.



85

The Schedule Management Plan describes the 
process for developing and managing the 
project schedule, including:

• Roles and responsibilities for updating, and 
monitoring and controlling the schedule.

• The timing of schedule reviews and updates.

What is in a Schedule Management Plan?



What is in a Schedule Management Plan?

86

The Schedule Management Plan consists of:

• A narrative or table that describes the development and 
management of the Schedule and assigns responsibilities for 
reporting project status

• A critical path method (CPM) project schedule that uses a 
standardized schedule template



Project Management Tool: The CPM Schedule

What is the Preconstruction Schedule Template?  A CPM 
schedule created in MS Project that:

• Includes preconstruction activities common to most projects, 

• Has logic ties and typical durations, and

• Needs to be customized with project specific information.

87



To use the Schedule Template, the Project Manager:

• Consults with groups and Specialty Units that have a role in 
the project to determine the activities required to complete 
the project and the duration of those activities.

88

Project Management Tool: The CPM Schedule



The PM will update the schedule to reflect:

• Actual completion dates

• New activities and/or estimated durations due to changes

89

Project Management Tool: The CPM Schedule

Project Team Members: Provide 
input and verify that your schedule 
requirements have been 
incorporated.  Notify the PM when 
there are changes.



Summary

The Schedule Management Plan provides the framework for 
creating and managing the project schedule.

• Engaging the team to develop the schedule helps create buy-in 
with schedule commitments.

• CPM scheduling provides a valuable tool that can be used to track 
progress and evaluate impacts from changes.

90



Questions/Discussion

91



Section 6: Change Management



Change Management Plan

The Change Management Plan 
outlines the process for identifying, 
documenting, evaluating, approving, 
and implementing project changes

93

Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management
2. Roles & Responsibilities
3. Scope Management
4. Cost Management
5. Schedule Management
6. Change Management
7. Procurement Management

8. Communications 
Management

9. Quality Management
10. Transition to Construction 

Plan



Change Management Plan

This topic covers the following:

• Learning Objectives

• Why does the PDP include a Change Management Plan?

• Example of a Change Management Plan

• What are the roles/responsibilities of the Project 
Manager and Team Members in change management? 

• How is a Change Management Plan used?

• Summary

94



Learning Objectives

Participants will:

• Recognize the value and purpose of a Change Management Plan

95



Why Include a Change Management Plan?

96

What is change?  
Change denotes the transition that occurs when something goes 
from continuing as planned to becoming something different.

© 1994 United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

1 of 3 2 of 3



97

Why does change 
matter?  

Failure to manage 
change is identified as 
a leading cause of 
Project Delivery 
Problems

Why Include a Change Management Plan?

Source: State of Washington DOT



The Construction Industry Institute 
(University of Texas) reports that:

“…poor change management 
results in poor productivity, and in 
turn, over budget and behind 
schedule performance.  On the 
other hand, effective change 
management can lead to better 
than planned performance.”

98

Why Include a Change Management Plan?

3 of 3



If change wreaks so much havoc on a project, 
why not just say no to change?

• Managed change can improve project outcomes.

• Change is an inherent part of project 
management

99

Why Include a Change Management Plan?

vs.



When does expanding scope makes sense?
• To address safety, maintenance, or other concerns 

• To reduce the overall impact of improvements to the 
traveling public

100

Why Include a Change Management Plan?



Can you think of others?
–To add features of work, perhaps as a result of permitting 

requirements or regulatory changes

–To address ROW, utilities, or environmental requirements not 
previously identified 

–To respond to additional Stakeholder requests

• Some absolutely necessary

• Some “nice to have”

101

Why Include a Change Management Plan?



Change Management ensures thorough analysis of 
potential impacts, including:

• Rework to design, plans, and specs

• Environmental impacts

– Additional studies or clearances required

• ROW impacts 

– Additional temporary access or permanent acquisitions

• Changes to Utility Plans 

• Missed milestones and/or Ad date 

• Additional and/or different types of expertise

• Others?

102

Why Include a Change Management Plan?



Why Include a Change Management Plan?

Analysis provides a basis for articulating impacts to 
management, including:

• Comparison of the added value associated with proposed 
changes to the potential of adding risks, costs, and/or time

• The impact of the changes on the schedule and budget as 
well as project phasing, environmental requirements and 
clearances, ROW, etc. 
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Example Change Management Plan

104



What are the Roles/Responsibilities in
Change Management?

PM: Develop a Change 
Management Plan.  
Communicate the change 
process to team and 
stakeholders.  

105

PM: Routinely 
discuss, 
identify, log, 
and track 
changes. 

PM: Manage changes and analyze impacts. Escalate issues and approvals as 
required. Communicate approved changes to stakeholders.

Project Team Members:
Notify the PM when you identify 
potential changes.  Assist to analyze 
changes.



It is important for the PM to communicate the procedures 
for Change Management so that team members and 
stakeholders understand how to:

• Identify potential changes

• Notify PM 

• Review potential impacts

• Get a change approved

106

The PM Communicates Change Management Plan



The Change Management Plan describes the processes to:

1. Identify and Document Changes

2. Analyze Changes

3. Approve Changes

4. Communicate Changes

107

What is in a Change Management Plan?



1.  Identify and Document Changes

The PM and Project Team should routinely 
discuss change at project team meetings

• Include change as a regular agenda item

• Document new changes and review status of 
existing changes in the change log

• Review the implementation of risk responses -
sometimes these result in changes

108

How is a Change Management Plan used?



Class Discussion

• How do you capture changes now?

• What type of information do you capture?

• Can you think of a change that didn’t go well?

109



110

Record & Track Changes with a Change Log



2.  Analyze Changes:

• Determine if changes are within scope

– Be sure to engage the appropriate 
stakeholders in the discussion.

• If a change is beyond the original scope -

– Does it increase the cost of the project?

– If so, is the stakeholder providing funding?

• Will the change impact the schedule?

– By how much?

111

How is a Change Management Plan used?



2.  Analyze Changes (cont):

A change to one project parameter 
will likely impact others
• Scope

• Schedule

• Cost

• Quality

Remember that changes may also impact 
the quantity, type, and timing of 
resources needed to complete the 
project.  Be sure to inform members of 
the project team so that they can provide 
feedback and adjust to changing needs.

112

How is a Change Management Plan used?



3.  Approve Changes:

• The Change Management Plan establishes the process for 
approving changes

• Some Regions have defined schedule and cost thresholds to 
determine the required level of approval.  Contact your 
Region PMO Rep for specifics.

113

PMO Representatives:

Region 1: Katie Vlajcic Region 4: Alana Koenig

Region 2: Michael Nusen Region 5: Matt Bunn

Region 3: Brian Boydstun

How is a Change Management Plan used?



3.  Approve Changes (cont):

How do you determine if your change is minor or 
major?

Many changes occur that are relatively small and only 
have minor impacts:

– Minimal impact to scope, schedule, cost, quality

– Anticipated new Ad-date occurs before Late Ad-date

114

How is a Change Management Plan used?



3.  Approve Changes (cont):

Minor changes are typically approved at the 
PM or Resident Engineer level

Changes are managed by:

• Recording changes in the change log

• Reviewing and updating Risk Workbook

• Assigning responsibilities for tracking and 
reporting status

• Following the Communications Plan to inform 
stakeholders

When does a change become major?
115

How is a Change Management Plan used?



3.  Approve Changes (cont):

Major changes have 
potential for significant 
impacts such as:

• Delaying AD beyond the Late 
AD

• Impacting Project’s ability to 
achieve the CY Forecast 
Expenditures

• Updated Project Planned 
Amount now exceeds 
available funding

116

How is a Change Management Plan used?



3.  Approve Changes (cont):

What are some examples of potential major changes?

• The railroad representative informs you that they 
will need an additional two months to review FOR 
plans

• The Local Agency asks CDOT to add a new left turn 
lane (at their cost) just prior to FOR

117

How is a Change Management Plan used?

Can you think of an example when several minor 
changes compound into a major change?



3.  Approve Changes (cont):

For major changes, the Change Management Plan 
includes a formal Change Request process that:

• Incorporates the Formal Change Request Form.

• Escalates decision-making to the appropriate level.

• Includes tracking and communicating the change status.

• Requires that scope, schedule, milestones, drawdowns, 
etc. be revised as needed.

118

How is a Change Management Plan used?



4.  Communicate Changes: The PM is responsible to communicate 
changes to Project Team.  Follow the Communications Plan to:

– Inform Internal Stakeholders 
• Regular Project Team meetings
• Monthly project reports 
• Quarterly Project Reviews (QPR) meetings

– Notify External Stakeholders including the public
• Project web pages
• Press releases
• Postcards
• Other

119

How is a Change Management Plan used?



Summary

Change management:

• Provides the framework for identifying, analyzing, approving, 
documenting, and tracking changes

• Defines the “who, what, why, when, where, how and how much” 
needed to analyze the impact and to control the project

120

Project Team Members have a key 
role to identify and analyze potential 
changes.  



Questions/Discussion
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Highlights of 6 Remaining PDP Sections



Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management
2. Roles & Responsibilities
3. Scope Management
4. Cost Management
5. Schedule Management
6. Change Management
7. Procurement Management
8. Communications Management
9. Quality Management
10. Transition to Construction Plan

CDOT Preconstruction Project Delivery Plan (PDP)

123

The 6  
remaining 
sections of the 
Project Delivery 
Plan are:



PDP Section 2 – Roles & Responsibilities

124

The Plan documents Project Team Roles and Responsibilities needed to 
deliver the project. 



The plan identifies 
the Management 
Team and key 
stakeholders 
supporting the 
project with their 
roles and 
responsibilities.

125

PDP Section 2 – Roles & Responsibilities



Cost Management includes the processes involved in 
planning, estimating, budgeting, funding, managing, and 
controlling costs so that a project is completed within budget.

The Project Cost Planner Tool is an Excel tool that:

• Provides consistent estimates based on historical data

• Supports the analysis of groups of projects at a “portfolio” 
level

Project Team members provide input to cost estimates and  
inform PMs in the event of changes.

126

PDP Section 4 – Cost Management



The Procurement Plan incorporates input from the Project 
Team to develop a strategy for acquiring resources that 
are external to CDOT.

127

PDP Section 7 – Procurement Management

Procurement Matrix
Project: State Hwy Wildlife/Safety 
Imp

PCN:  22222
Project Manager:  
Jill Jones

Resident Engineer:  
Megan Miller

Type of Service
Date 

Needed:
Type of 
Contract

Lead 
Time 

Contract
Manager

Estimate
d Cost

Contract End 
Date

Total 
Contract 

Value

Structure Design 06-01-2020
HQ 
Structural 
NPS

4 weeks Bridgette 
Doe

$70,000 06-01-2022 $250,000

Ground Survey 03-01-2021
R1 Gen
Engineerin
g NPS

4 weeks Tran Sit $40,000 03-01-2022 $100,000

Preliminary & Final 
Design

05-01-2020 PS RFP 3 months
Dee Zine $500,000 03-01-2021 $100,000



Communications Management is the strategy for who will get what 
information, when they’ll get it, how often will they get it, and who will 
provide the information.

128

PDP Section 8 – Communications Management



The Quality 
Management 
Plan is the 
strategy to 
ensure that  
the appropriate 
quality is 
achieved for  
deliverables.

129

PDP Section 9 – Quality Management



The Transition Plan is the strategy for completing/closing all 
preconstruction activities and handing over the project to the 
Project Engineer.

It includes:
• Information to transfer to construction Project Engineer

• Closing out of financials (contracts/TOs and associated evaluations)

• Documenting best practices

• Team acknowledgements

• Archiving project materials
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PDP Section 10 – Transition to Construction Plan



Completing the Scoping Milestone



Completing the Scoping Milestone

Previously, the DSR Meeting was the activity associated with 
completing the Project Scoping Milestone

Now, the DSR Meeting is part of the process to achieve the Project 
Scoping Milestone.  Completing the milestone includes endorsement 
of the Project Delivery Plan
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Completing the Scoping Milestone

133

Why does the PDP need to be endorsed?   
Endorsement signifies:

• A mutual understanding of what is to be 
completed and by whom

• A commitment by management and 
individual team members agreeing to the: 
who, what, when, and for how much



Completing the Scoping Milestone
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Endorsement indicates agreement with:

• The project baseline scope, schedule, and cost estimate

• Expectations including roles, responsibilities, and deliverables

• Commitment of resources to accomplish scope, within schedule

• Project specific processes that will identify and manage risk, 
change and quality measures

• The plan for internal and external communication methods



Completing the Scoping Milestone

Discussion:  What if you aren’t comfortable with the 
plan or endorsing it?  What should you do?
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The Scoping Milestone is complete

Monitor and Control activities kick in to ensure that processes 
and deliverables meet project objectives.  

Now the PM and Project Team are ready to get to work and begin 
Executing the project (when the real work gets done). Execute is 
when the team creates plans, specs, reports, calculations, etc.

What Happens Next?



Implementation of The Project Delivery Plan
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Sample Team Meeting Agenda:
1. Meeting objective
2. Project Manager updates
3. Team status reporting

• Tasks completed/planned
• Information needed from 

others
• Issues/concerns

4. Review/update Action/Issue/ 
Decision & Change Logs

5. Review/update Risk Workbook
6. Capture Best Practices
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How do you submit FIR and FOR comments?
Best Practice: use a comment tracker/resolution log:

Making FIR/FOR Meetings More Efficient

The PM should request comments be submitted several 
days prior to meetings, to allow time to review and 
categorize them.  Only comments that are not 
incorporated most likely need to be discussed.



Transition to Construction

140

Transition to Construction occurs between AD and Award.  It consists of the 
activities that closeout  the preconstruction phase and handoff the project 
to the Project Construction Engineer.  

Project Team Members and/or their consultants sometimes continue to be 
involved in the construction phase of a project. 



Questions/Discussion
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Preconstruction Project Delivery Plan 
Workshop - Wrap Up and Thank you!!!!!!



The Project Delivery Plan

Key Points
• The PDP is a reorganization of 

project information that is already 
prepared for CDOT projects

• A completed PDP in most cases will 
be less than 10 pages and consists of 
standard tables and templates

• The Scoping Milestone is achieved 
when the PDP has been endorsed. 
(no longer accomplished by the DSR 
meeting)

• The PDP is a living document that 
provides a framework to deliver a 
project.

Project Delivery Plan 
1. Risk Management
2. Roles & Responsibilities
3. Scope Management
4. Cost Management
5. Schedule Management
6. Change Management
7. Procurement Management
8. Communications Management
9. Quality Management
10. Transition to Construction
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Purpose and Learning Objectives

Did we accomplish our Learning Objectives?

1. Are you familiar with the Preconstruction Project Delivery 
Plan - a framework for project management that 
incorporates existing CDOT practices?

2. Do you understand your role as a Project Team Member and 
feel prepared to support the development of a Project 
Delivery Plan?
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Benefits of the Project Delivery Plan

How will the Project Delivery Plan benefit you as a Project 
Team Member?
• Disciplined project planning and communication

• Project reports will help you to understand project status

• Tools and templates will help you to prepare for meetings and milestones

• Structured processes for change and risk management

• Endorsement helps ensure that your input is incorporated in the PDP
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